Affidavit of Truth for My Sister Candy
Affidavit Testimony

of Truth and a Prayer for Justice
Jessene Roe Beecroft for Affiant’s Sister Candance Beecroft
(Candy ), this is not what Affiant wanted to give affiant’s sister
for Candy’s birthday . June 26th 1969 - August 12th 2016, Affiant
wanted to give affiant’s sister a cake and some clothes . Candy
would have asked affiant for a Beer .
The spirit within affiant is the only thing that gives affiant the
strength .........
1, First of all affiant’s Sister Candy was not a resident of Navajo
Dam , Candy had not been living there ,Candy did not just
wander off from Candy’s home ! Candy had been living with
Samantha and Caleb Harman paying their rent in Bloomfield .
Affiant has found out that Samantha was hitting Candy back
then , affiant began to put more two and twos together . That is
why when Affiant would visit ..Candy was usually in Candy’s
room not making a sound , affiant would ask “where is your
Mom ?”and Sam always hushed affiant and with whispers, body
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language ,sign language and looks of urgent disgust and
irritability , but a pleading cry not to wake my Sister .
‘
Sam always had a
manipulating everyone anyone around usually Affiant
plan.”some plan to give Samantha money for this or that ,affiant
always gave what affiant could Caleb had lost his job . So Candy
was all the money Samantha and Kaleb had . Affiant loves
Caitlyn Mae ,(Im so sorry Cailyn that it has taken your aunt
Jessene this long to have to do what affiant just totally does not
want to believe or know but affiant does know it and I love you
so much you are my angle that I always loved holding I felt love
when holding Caitlyn Mae she is beautiful and my great niece .
I have got to do this for my baby niece Caitlyn Mae . It hurts so
bad not to see Caitlyn but I know I can when Caleb gets home .I
just can not can not even look at that thing Samantha Powers
Crane that affiant loved so much and Samantha’s Mom, My
Sister Candy loved so much. I just cant I don't know the words to
describe that feeling but damn it HURTS to know “ to know that
Candy my little sister’s last memory was more than likely
Samantha hurting my Sister . And affiant had been waiting for
Candy to come to Moms , Mom was excited waiting for Candy to
come out ,my Mom loved my Sister Candy . My Mom did not
know Brandy like my Mom knew Candy all Brandy was was a
give me give me give me you owe me you owe me , im being
delayed greedy jealous ,evil bitch . Candy and My Mom had a
friendship soooo close my Mom could feel Candy when Candy
was miles away .Affiants Sister Candy had a heart and anyone
that even seen Candy could feel the warmth and genuine love for
everyone . My sister listened to preaching all the time on the radio
TV and church even while Candy would be drinking Candy would
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be worshipping and preaching if you'd let Candy . and who
cares if Candy was trying to listen to us . My sister probably
already knew Samantha was in there bad mouthing Candy , my
Sister probably just wanted to see her big sister affiant . Candy
looked up to affiant . We did not have a perfect relationship but
everyone that knew us knew affiant loved affiant’s sister and
Candy knew it , and affiant knows Candy loved Candy’s big
sister . Affiant’s sister loved every one Candy made homemade
bread like Grandma Roein all the time and my little sister loved
affiant so much that Candy used to pretend that Candy was
affiant ,in school Candy stole affiant’s journal from affiant’s years
before in same class same assignment , Candy copied every
word but pretended it was Candy’s.
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1.
August 11th 2016 , I looked at my phone it said
"I need help so fucking bad ,Christys in jail and
now I have my Mom !"
Comes now, Jessene Roe Beecroft with
ruptured heart ,
Affidavit of The Truth and Nothing but so help
me Yahweh, with a prayer for … Justice for
My Sister Candy .
Samantha Powers Crane , needed help . It
wasn't dark yet Affiant drove to Ronnie
Gammons house in Aztec, New
Mexico ,Samantha had Candy's fifth wheel
parked in Ronnies front yard . Samantha had
asked affiant to help get the baby to sleep ,with
joy always Affiant did . After a couple minutes
Candy arrived, Candy had been at Ronnie's.
Affiant heard Candy , mumbling around looking
for something ,Samantha sounded irritated with
Candy which was not unusual ,but Affiant
thought it was disrespectful and mean
considering the fact that Candy had just got out
of the hospital and no none expected that My
Sister was so strong .
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About 15 or 20 years ago my sister Candance
Beecroft told affiant that Candy had Hepatitis C
that broke Affiant's heart . What broke it even
more was Candy said that the doctors told
Candy if Candy quit drinking Candy might live 10
years ,if Candy did not ,then Candy might just
might at most live maybe 3 years . Candy
would not quit ( that was before the cure ).
Affiant begged Candy to quit . Affiant would say
"don't you want to see your grandkids be born ?
What about Samantha ?don't you want to see
the grandchildren you will have from
Samantha ? Candy never did answer those
questions never, Candy would just look at affiant
with tears in her eyes and a look that said Im
gone, hopeless , lost “I have more excuse to
drink even more now . It was like Candy could
not hear affiants cries for the whole rest of the
family that Candy's death would be tearing
apart . I love you Candy my little sister I love
you sooo
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2.
The afternoon of August 12 2016 : Samantha stopped
halfway running stomping in Affiant's home carrying Caitlyn
Mae Hardman (my beautiful great niece The Baby ),Affiant
took Caitlyn in affiant’s arms as Samantha was pissed
Samantha was red Samantha was so mad . Samantha was
shaking spitting and smoking and Samantha said " My
fuckin Mom huff huff puff ,I just fucking broke EVERY fuckin
THING in the fifth wheel , Ronnie's gonna fuckin kick me
out , my fuckin Mom ,Im having a nervous
breakdown ,Ronnie heard me yelling , he came over he's
gonna kick me fuckin out cause fuckin Mom!!!!" huffing
puffing breathing hard "Im not letting nothing and I mean
nothing come between me and my school I mean
NOTHING!!!!,I cleaned all fucking night long and fuckin
Mom came in making a Fuckin mess dumpng her fuckin
purse everywhere !!! Samantha had a laptop Samantha's
Aunt Brandy gave Samantha . That was Samantha's
cosmetology school online. Samantha had told affiant of the
multiple things Samantha’s aunt Brandy gave to
Samantha . But most of the time ,they were Samantha’s
Aunt Jessene’s things that Brandy stole and then gave to her
kids and whoever she wanted to buy love from . Samantha
continued throwing Samanthas hissy fit as Affiant held
Caitlyn Mae . Affiant asked Samántha what did Samantha's
mom do sooo bad ? That was Candy’s fifth wheel anyway ,
yes Candy gave it to Samantha , but of course Candy
thought Candy would be able to live in it until Candy died .
Affiant asked what Samantha cleaned all night because
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even when affiant first arrived the fifth wheel was not that
dirty it had a few clothes laying around .
3.
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4.

Samantha kept going in and out of the
trailer getting things for the baby She said Candy was at
Kirks at first but then said Samantha dropped Candy at
Moms ,but that Candy walked to Kirks ,cause Samantha said
“Mom wants to get laid before she dies”. . Then Samantha
said Candy walked down while ( Samantha was taking the
walker out of trunk for the baby,)Samantha said “Candy
walked past Samantha toward the road ‘Samantha said
‘Samantha asked Candy where Candy was going but that
Candy mumbled so couldn't really hear Candy , but Candy
wanted to go see Kirk and get laid before Candy died ,so
Samantha wasn't gonna argue with Candy .” ,so Affiant
thought Candy had to have made it to Kirks
already ,thinking Kirk met Candy at the road .
Affiant was busy with the baby and listening to Samantha
bitch and wine . It wasn't questioned that Candy was at
Kirks , but Mom and affiant were hurt and couldn’t believe
Candy still even wanted to have anything to do with Kirk
since he beat her often even breaking Candy’s neck and on
life support before . Affiant was busy with the baby cooing
aaahhing and playing with Affiant’s puppy
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and Caitlyn Mae , Samantha came in the third time she had
become very very nervous ,scared , very shaky nervous and
asking for more toilet paper to go back to Moms out
house .Samantha went back out then back in all nervous
saying Samantha needed more toilet paper. Affiant gave
Samantha more , affiant asked if Samantha was alright.
(affiants bathroom did have a toilet but it was small it had a
sewer but no water so usually Samantha did use the
outhouse Samantha fit in it better . Samantha was
extremely nervous like scared ….Affiant very concerned
Affiant said “Samantha you don't need any more drugs, you
get your ass in the truck were going to my land .”
Affiant just bought it , Samantha had been wanting to go
rock hunting and at least see it but never had the chance all
winter, it was too muddy, but this was August and we still
had not went . So Affiant thought Samantha needed a break
and just go for a little while so Samantha would calm down .
As we were leaving we seen a beer can on the side of the
road right in front of Affiant’s trailer , Affiant thought it was
one of affiant’s brother Zen’s , but did not really think
anything of it . Affiant thought it was strange Samantha
avoided Affiant , while Samantha was texting and talking on
the phone instead of walking with affiant looking for pretty
rocks there were alot ,instead Samantha did not even look at
any rocks, or the view ,nothing, just acted nervous and busy
almost sneaking on the phone . Samantha said Samantha
was hot and the baby thirsty lets go . We went back , the
beer was still there with a red bowl . Affiant parked and
went to Affiant’s Moms . Samantha did not come in
Samantha stayed down at affiant’s place . Affiant asked
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affiants Mom where Candy was ? did Candy come back from
Kirks ? Mom said “Mom did not think Candy went to Kirks
because Candy begged My Mom for a beer for 30 minutes
and was planning on cooking shrimp for Mom so Mom said
Mom thought Candy was down there with Affiant and
Samantha or Kirk’s or Greg’s ( Candy loved Greg .Candy
often stayed with Greg ) on Brandys land next to Moms and
Karen's Land . So affiant and affiants Mom thought Candy
would be right back if not, then , Candy went to Kirks .
Samantha was all in a hurry now . Samantha grabbed up
the baby said Samantha had to go . Affiant said , “you just
told me you did not need to go anywhere” . Samantha
said ,Samantha had forgotten but that Samantha had to go
visit Caleb . Samantha left . Affiant’s Mom said “Samantha
pulled up to Moms and threw all of Candy’s belongings out
halfway on Moms porch and halfway on the ground . Affiant
did not see Samantha do it, but affiant’s Momma did.
Mom told affiant that she hid watching Samantha from the
window . Affiant’s Mom said she felt anger coming from
Samantha. Once a loving granddaughter (Samantha used
to go visit my Mom all the time they would always smoke
weed together .Samantha never left there without seeing
Samantha’s Grandma. Samantha never left without saying
goodbye to Samantha’s Grandma never ! . .so “shit ya I
watched from the window” is what Affiants Mom told
affiant . .” My Mom was shocked and hurt confused
Samantha”, threw Candy’s purse Candy’s clothes her
diapers even the Shrimp and Crab Legs Candy brought to
eat with my Mom . Affiant found them on the ground later
that afternoon affiant took the shrimp in said “damn look
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what I found on the ground by Candy’s things . Affiant took
Candy’s purse to Mom but left most of the things where they
were since they were not affiant’s . Affiant did pick up the
things on the ground ,put them on the porch . Then affiant
seen crab legs took them in too Mom was sad said yep
“Candy told Mom she wanted to have dinner with Candy’s
Mom for it might be the last one they would have together .
Affiant asked affiant’s Mom how Candy’s things got all over
the porch and ground . Affiants Mom said “Samantha came
flying up the drive ,huffing puffing all mad disgusted looks on
face throwing Candy’s things out .
Affiant’s Mom ended up eating it without Candy ,thinking
Candy chose Kirk over Mom so Mom was a little upset .
affiant’s Mom told affiant “Mom ate all of the shrimp and
crab legs . Affiant went to Affiant’s friend Chris’s where
Affiant often hung out and helped on the ranch . Samanta
called the next day asking if Candy had come back from
Kirks . Affiant said no .Affiant had talked to Affiant’s Mom
and Candy had not been seen .Samantha told Affiant
Samantha was having a welfare check done at Kirks .
Affiant had never heard of that before , so Samantha
explained . Then Samantha called back said they Checked
and Samantha's Mom was not at Kirks . Samantha asked if
Samantha should do a missing person report and Affiant
said “YES emergency” because if affiant’s Sister went one
night with out Candy’s medication affiant and Samantha did
not think Candy would make it one night .
Candy was pretty bad Mom and Affiant got worried, Candy
was in no shape to even walk through the cross county way
to Kirks . Mom said “Mom thought maybe Candy had called
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Kirk to come get Candy and maybe Kirk picked Candy up
walkin on the road”. Affiant began asking Samantha
specifics about that day because affiant never seen Affiant’s
sister that day .
One day into search
Candy’s pants were found Candy had soiled them ,
Samantha text affiant said Samantha knew they were
Samantha’s Moms pants . Samantha acted as if she had to
prove they were her Moms pants ,Samantha said “we went
to Safeway on the way out here , all they have to do is look
at the stores video camera and see what Candy was
wearing .”
Samantha sent affiant a picture of some
grease rags found out in the oil field ,Samantha asked affiant
if affiant recognized the clothes as being what Candy was
wearing that day . Affiant said , “I don't know I never got to
see your Mom , dont you remember? All I seen was you
Caitlyn Mae and Mom , but they look like some oil field rags I
had seen while out by a location looking for Candy “.
And affiant’s Mom said “Candy begged me for that beer for
30 minutes” Affiant knows KNOWS Affiant’s Sister would
never leave that beer with maybe one drink out of it. That
beer was opened .Affiant can't say if Candy got one drink out
of it . But later thinking about it Samantha looked really
nervous and looked away from the beer when Affiant said
look that beer is still there . Samantha acted like Samantha
did not hear Affiant . When affiant took the beer the red
bowl of m&ms with a piece of bread in it ,to affiant’s Mom’s
(thinking Zen left it there Mom said “Zens not even here ,him
and Melissa went camping at the pine last night”. and Zen
did quit drinking for 11 days .
Mom
said Mom gave Candy the bowl of M&Ms the beer and the
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piece of bread . Mom said “Candy begged Mom for 30
minutes for that beer.’ Samantha said Samantha just knew
Kirk was guilty of hurting Candy because they always fought
when drinking together. But affiant knew they always got
along about a week before they fought again and this time
Candy could not hide the fact Candy was barely alive .
affiant did not think that Kirk could really do that , only
because they had not seen each other in about a month . So
it would take about 3 days to a week before affiant would
expect a fight .” Affiant did not think Candy could even walk
that far at all, the shape Candy was in ,but Samantha
insisted “ look what my Mom lived through already , life
support ,broken neck ,kidney failure,”” “total is what doctors
said .” Affiant and Samantha were in the Motel that day ,then
at the hospital the doctors talked with affiant and
Samantha ,affiant and Samantha crying like babies held
each other bawling . Candy did not even look like she was
alive right then . Samantha called affiant said ‘the officers
questioned Kirk and Samantha told affiant and affiant’s
Mom a story about a shovel found with water bottles nearby
that Kirk ended up saying”” “ yes they were Kirk’s , Kirk
forgot them while working in the field “. Samantha said
Samantha made 3 officers go with Samantha that
Samantha had to question Kirk Herself “ , Then when
Samantha came back Samantha said “Kirk is innocent “.
that was it ! Kirk was innocent because Kirk said”, “öh no
Samantha I haven't seen your Mom “ Samantha could tell
Kirk was telling the truth cause Kirk seemed concerned and
said Kirk had not seen Candy .” Affiant said “ya Kirk was
already questioned so Kirk could prepare a lie . and not be
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shocked .” But Samantha demanded that it was fact,””Kirk
was innocent “”. Samantha just knew it since Samantha was
the one that questioned Kirk .” Samantha started acting very
heartless and like Samantha was just all that ,prancing
around relaying to affiant and affiants Mom what the officers
found and how search was going and all ,since Samantha
started dating the San Juan County sheriff Officer Barlow .
Samantha came in one night after having affiant babysit
while Samantha went with Barlow on a date to search for
Candy . Samantha came in said all smiles that ‘‘officer
Barlow described what a body looked like after a couple
weeks to Samantha and then Barlow asked Samantha if
Samantha was ready to see Samantha’s Mom like that ?
Sam said that Samantha replied oh Yes I'm ready I can
handle it . “ When they gave up for the night Sam said
“officer Barlow , said “Ï sure was hoping we'd would find
your Mom tonight “ Samantha said “oh ya me too”. without
any feeling at all like Samantha was fine to see
Samantha’s mom like that . Affiant was shocked to say the
least . And so was affiants Mom . They spoke of their
( Affiant Mom and Zens )suspicions . Samantha was
freaked out when Affiant told Samantha that Zen had not
been there and Zen was not drinking . My Mom said Candy
begged Mom for that beer for 30 minutes . Affiant knows
affiant’s sister and affiant knows affiant’s sister would have
no way left that beer with not even a drink or if so then one
small sip, right there on the ground , unless Candy was
knocked out or killed or Abducted by someone stronger than
Candy . Affiant knew Candy better than any of them except
maybe Mom . Samantha said “ aunt Jessene , is it
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true ?what you and Grandma said , Zen hasn't drank in 11
days? Is it true i thought it could be Zen “. but Zen was
camping ? Samantha acted nervous and even said under
Samantha’s breath , something like “oh shit can't use that
one then”. Then said out loud “I thought that was a
possibility since Zen always has gun after affiant .”And crazy
and fighting with Melissa all the time .’ Affiant said “ Zen
loves Candy they get along better and visit together longer
than anyone else you know that ! Affiant could not believe
what affiant was hearing out of Samantha’s mouth . .”
Affiant did not drink anymore either and didn't last long
around drunk people ’ “ But Affiants Mom reminded them of
the time before no one knew where Candy was everyone
looking for Candy ,with Mom “saying no I haven’t seen her
out here .’When an ex boyfriend of Candy’s, Dave (they
called him pegleg Dave ) came up to look for Candy , we
found that Zen never even looked in Candy’s trailer . Mom
thought Zen had checked in the trailer so everyone of us
calling thought Zen checked it . Dave found my Sister half
dead > she lived that time because Dave loved my Sister,
Dave saved Candy’s life . Candy was flown out in
helicopter to the hospital bleeding internally . But my little
asshole brother that has tried to kill affiant a couple times
has attacked Affiant ,has pulled Mom’s shotgun on affiant for
absolutely nothing except for living there and being a witness
to what Zen was really doing out there .” He claimed Zen
helped Mom , Xen did chop some wood and bum shooters of
whisky starting at 6 am every morning then bugging Mom all
day for more beer , Mom getting alot older and scared of
Zen , having to listen to Zens mouth bragging on himself and
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demanding more beer ,and cigs and whiskey and money for
gas and ……...you name it . every day . Affiant still would
say Zen would not hurt Zens sister Candy .” ! At this time
Samantha said “well there looking at family now . “ because
Samantha told them that Kirk was innocent .” Samantha
said . Well affiant says …. ‘ excuse me , but ….. Fact is ….
If anyone in Candy.s family did want Candy dead , da then
they knew they did not have to wait long now didn’t they . ??
We all ( Mom ,Affiant ,affiant’s few
friends ,Samantha ,Casper and Zen ) were very surprised
that affiant’s sister was even out of the hospital from time
in Farmington Hospital . Hep c is a horrible way to go , it is
horrible to have to see anyone you love Die a slow painful
agonizing death . Only an evil heart less evil person could
lay a hurtful hand on affiant’s sister at that time !!!!!!!
About two weeks later Affiant had another free room and
Samantha wanted to take the baby so Caitlyn could have a
bath and cool air. Samantha said “Samantha doesn't care
about having money to gamble ,just wanted to be cool and
have a bath .Samantha thanked Affiant for taking Samantha
everytime affiant got a free room samantha said she felt
privileged to be the ones affiant choose to take along , which
was only about 4 over a 3 month period . This time affiant
did not leave money in affiants purse in the room for
Samantha to steal . We took Samantha's car more room
than affiants truck ,affiant would put gas . Affiant was
thinking of Candy and said’” Í wish I would have taken Candy
to the jacuzzi last time .” Samantha asked why affiant did
not , affiant said ‘cause you had to have a babysitter .’
Samantha said “don't you feel sorry for me ?”Affiant said “no
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you have Caitlyn Mae ‘affiant half hugged Samantha and
said “well maybe a little considering your situation and I've
been a little mean to you lately.”Samantha smiled a Yes I
manipulated affiant again evil ha ha affiant feels sorry for
Samantha again . Samantha got Samanthas way again’.
Affiant said “” but your mom says you deserve it you need an
ass whoopin .” Samantha äll innocent acting wwwhhat ?
“me and my aunt Brandy don't feel my Mom anymore’.
“Affiant said “WELL Ï DO !”
Samantha's eyes where huge scared look . Affiant told
Samantha that a few nights back affiant was singing in
tongue and God or Grandma told affiant the song was for
Candy .”affiant recorded it , sang it on the Karaoke machine
it sounded real good ,I can sing in that language but not in
english .” “ Samantha you need to go with affiant to Carla’s
because Carla is a minister that told affiant that affiant
received the gift of the Holy Spirit and that Carla could
interpret it ,maybe God is telling affiant where Samantha's
Mom was and what happened to Candy, and maybe Carla
could tell affiant what affiant was singing . Maybe God was
telling affiant what happened to Candy .
“Samantha looked scared to death “. Affiant was hungry and
they had a plan to go eat breakfast in the morning with free
tickets affiant had . Affiant was watching Caitlyn while Sam
got ready . Samantha came out brushing her hair acting all
like Samantha was hot shit said “will you change Caitlyn
“Affiant said “no I changed her the last few times and affiant
was getting a shower this trip .” affiant seen the total change
in Samantha right in front of affiant’s face .”Affiant thought
…..that's what was going on Samantha did not get enough
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oh poor Sam for Sam's Mom being sick …...Candy couldn’t
babysit anymore Christy had the money card and Samantha
needed more attention ,money ,people to feel sorrier for
Samantha and Samantha had the fifth wheel all to herself till
now . Affiant could see how Samantha treated Candy and
how Samantha was testing and trying to see how much
Samantha could get out of Samantha's Aunt Jessene.
Samantha was never satisfied . At the checkout desk
affiant had the stroller with baby , and bags on affiant’s
shoulder with affiants nice clothes and a bag with an
antique beautiful designer pin on a bag affiant got from
Corrie when Corrien was still alive . Samantha walked up to
affiant said “want me to take your bags and come back and
then go eat ?” Samantha took the bags it was at least 30
minutes gone by ,affiant called Sam “where you at “? Sam
said “Ïm right here where are you ?” I can see you ,dont
you see me ?” Samantha was not there .Samantha was in
the casino.”, but affiant did not know that yet it was another
30 minutes , affiant called Samantha again and said “well I
guess I will call Me and Caitlyn a taxi ““Samantha came in
the door snuffing out a smoke so it looked like Samantha
was outside all this time looking for affiant and the baby .” I
was outside I seen you -didnt you see me?”Samantha
said . Affiant knew Samantha was lying and trying to
manipulate affiant to do everything Samantha wanted affiant
to do . Samantha made comments like “your gonna be the
next little old lady living with us . “ …… Samantha grew
angry acted like a spoiled rotten little brat when affiant did
not jump for Samantha . Samantha started to walk back out
the doors . Affiant said ‘ I'm going to eat ‘ aren't you
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forgetting something ?”Samantha looked with question on
her face , affiant pointed to Caitlyn in the stroller right next to
affiant . . Samantha kind of looked as though Samantha
just came out of a spell or something like Samantha just
snapped like oh ya I have a baby .”
Samantha was pissed , that night when affiant took all
affiant’s money but left the purse ,when affiant came back to
the room Samantha was in the mirror adoring herself but
was also pouting “”ÿou dont trust me anymore and it
sucks !” Affiant thought yep Samantha looked in affiant’s
purse and found no money . Samantha took the baby ,
affiant headed toward a restaurant breakfast was over but
affiant was hungry from night before . Affiant looked back
Samantha was not behind affiant Samantha was nowhere in
site . Affiant called Samantha ,where are you ?” Samantha
said ‘Ï looked for you and you were not where you were
supposed to be !.” Affiant said “ ïf you can't come eat or wait
for me then just through my things on the ground and do
what you gotta do .’ Affiant was not going to take what
Affiant’s sister had been taking from Samantha .”
Affiant thought , that was why Samantha wanted to take the
bags to the car ,Samantha just had to search them too and
Samantha said smart ass haha “remember it was your
suggestion” and left with Caitlyn ,all of affiant’s clothes
shampoo ,conditioner ,make up ,bags ,…. Brush flashlight
etc . Affiant got a ride home with Don Points a friend that
lived nearby in New Mexico. Affiant would not have gotten in
that car with Samantha the way Samantha was acting if
affiants life depended on it ,affiant seen the real Samantha
in Samantha then . Samantha was trying to manipulate
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affiant just like Samantha did to Candy , but affiant was
stronger and did not drink so Samantha could not lie to
affiant like Samantha did Candy because affiant
remembered better than Candy . There was a time affiant
seen Samantha steal money from Candy and when Candy
noticed and wanted it back ,Samantha told Samantha's
mom to “shut up I know what I'm doing .” Samantha wanted
all of affiant’s things that affiant got from Corrien ( Affiant’s
Dad’s girlfriend )that affiant was close with and took care of
Corrien after a stroke Corrien had” . The pin was one of the
only things Affiant had left that Brandy did not steal yet of
affiant’s inheritance . . Samantha knew it was worth money
and was very sentimental to affiant . Affiant already couldn't
really afford to go to the casino but Samantha insisted
Samantha said she needed a break and shower cool air for
the baby. Sam would use Caitlyn Mae to get what
Samantha wanted from everyone Samantha came across .
Samantha tried to manipulate Howard (Caitlyn's Grandpa
Howard from daddys side too . ) for money using Caitlyn for
an excuse to get people to feel sorry for Samantha . Affiant
knew Howard Cindy and the 3 children since 1984 and this
was 2016 so affiant knew Caleb his whole life and used to
babysit Caleb when they lived next door . Howard
Hardman and Jon Price later told affiant that Samantha
asked them how long çan someone use a social security
card of someones that was missing but the body couldn't be
found ?” The things Samantha was telling affiant on the
phone first day Candy was missing did not match what
Samantha was telling affiant now and affiant began to think
Samantha hurt Samantha's Mom right there outside Affiants
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trailer while affiant was in the trailer with the baby coooing
and aaahhing . affiant thought no way Samantha loved her
Mom . …. But Samantha had told affiant on the phone that
Samantha caught Candy trying to listen to Samantha and
Affiant . ‘Affiant began to question Samantha , affiant asked
“what did Samantha do and what did Candy do when
Samantha caught Candy trying to listen to us ? ‘“ Samantha
told affiant that Samantha never said that Samantha caught
Candy trying to listen to them .” affiant wrote some things
down in affiant’s diary that affiant felt important , affiant hid
the diary where it could not just be seen by anyone that
might come by , like Samantha . Affiant did not want to think
what affiant was being made to think , by the lies told by
Samantha . and how come Samantha did not tell affiant
because affiant wanted to see Candy and Candy probably
just wanted to join them and see her big sister affiant .’ that
was not the reaction Samantha wanted affiant could tell .
Affiant was starting to think affiant was not going to see
affiant’s sister again and affiant was still at affiants friend
Chris’s . Affiant became more suspicious of Samantha
because affiant was catching Samantha in lies that were
stupid ,why would Samantha be on the phone to police when
they were outside of affiant’s fence , and “heard the dog
barking telling the police “ the people that live there are not
home and I would be careful if you go in there walking
around there ,because that dog probably will bite
you”. ?????? ( The people that live there ? ) affiant
asked ,why did Samantha tell them that for ?” Samantha
said “ well what did you want me to tell them ?”affiant said
“da how about the truth ?” Samantha said ‘as if it was a
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threat to affiant “well I guess I could have told them
the
truth .” affiant said well da ... yes the truth da . “Affiant
thought it sounded as if affiant and Samantha were in on
something together that they wanted to keep secret and
Samantha was mad at affiant because affiant was
questioning Samantha as Why would Samantha tell that lie
if Samantha were trying to protect the plants ? The truth
was a lot better story and believable plus Affiant still thought
Samantha was innocent of any wrongdoing . But affiant told
friend Chris Gonzalez every word Samantha was saying
when affiant would get off the phone and affiant told Chris
what Samantha said sounded like . and Samantha
sounded like Samantha was threatening affiant with telling
the truth .” Later Chris did tell affiant that he thought
Samantha was guilty of doing something wrong to affiant’s
Sister from what affiant told him after each call . and Chris
heard some of Samantha's words from the phone .
da
police look where the ones reporting are not ,.. because
they probably figure the one missing wouldn't be missing if
they were where the ones reporting were . Affiant had
some really pretty pot plants growing inside affiant’s fence
so of course affiant did not want police in affiants yard but
there was no need to look there if they knew that that was
were Samantha ,The baby and affiant were while they were
there, and that is where Candys big sister lived plus they
already knew that that is where Candy’s big sister lived .
and affiant thought Samantha told the truth to the police .
So when Samantha told affiant ‘ I could tell they were at
your gate because I could hear( the dog ) barking ..
“ Samantha never called Luna “the dog”” . and why would
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Samantha say “the people that live there “ ? if Samantha
told the truth to them ? dam sure wouldn't add up right , with
Samantha acting like Samantha knew the people but
pretending it was not her Aunt Jessene’s place / If
Samantha told the truth ,/ that Samantha was at her Aunt
Jessene’s place.
When Affiant asked affiant’s Mom if Candy had come back .
Affiant went back to affiant’s place told Samantha that
Samantha’s Grandma said “Candy did not come back” .
Samantha was standing in affiant’s place getting the babies
belongings when affiant told Samantha this . and Samantha
supposedly reported the events leading up to Candys
disappearance . ? Affiant and affiant’s mom and brother
were scared for Candy and they began to think Candy was
dead because Candy’s medication was in Candy’s purse
that Samantha threw on Samantha's Grandmas porch and
ground all in a mad rush , is what affiant’s Mom said .
Samantha was not in a rush to go anywhere until Samantha
was at affiant’s land and usually Samantha always knew
when visiting days were at the jail . Samantha always got
gas money from affiant to go see Caleb . and Samantha was
in no hurry until Samantha was at affiant’s land . Samantha
flew up to Moms throwing everything all mad enough to
scare affiants mom . There was no reason to lie affiant
thought . Samantha told affiant when Candy walked past
her. . …………………….that Samantha was not going to
argue with her about Candy going to Kirks . But later
Samantha said that Samantha never said that . Samantha
also lied when affiant and Samantha walking down from
affiant’s Mom ‘s place about 3 days into searching , Affiant
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said ‘well you said you caught Candy trying to listen to
us ,maybe she is near my trailer come on let's go
look .”Samantha refused , saying Samantha knew that
Candy was not there and samantha said that Samantha
never said that . “ Affiant knew that affiant wrote at least
about 4 words that would clear some things up one way or
another . Affiant hung out at Chris’s longer ,Chris was
Jessene’s best friend and affiant needed his support right
then .
Candy
was in and out of the hospitals for awhile a few months this
time . affiant was renting motel rooms for Samantha so Sam
could be closer to the Hospital and Affiant would stay with
Sam when affiant could and go to the hospital to see Candy .
Samantha left to Albuquerque to stay with Affiants oldest
niece Casper ,During this time Samantha called Affiant’s
moms told us all not to go get Candy out of the hospital
because they were trying to get Candy into a nursing home
where Candy could get the care Candy needed, at this time
Samantha had Candy”s social security card . Affiant text
Samantha back saying “I That is my sister and I would
rather die in Mom’s outhouse than in a hospital . Affiant
could not promise not to go get affiant’s sister . Mom called
Affiant she said “Jessene the doctor called me this
time ,and they said Candy is up dressed walking around and
wants to go home” .Mom and affiant decided we were going
to take care of Candy. Affiant called Candy .Candy told
affiant “ Brandy wants me to go stay with Christy what would
I want to do that for ?“ Affiant said “ Mom and I will take care
of you .do you want to come stay with Mom and I ?” Candy
said” yes’’ so happy to know that Mom and Affiant loved
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Candy and wanted Candy with them
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.. . Affiant said “I will be there in a little while to get you .
“ Candy said “ Zac just walked in Zac was Candy’s ride .”
Affiant said “let me talk to Zac .” Affiant told Zac to bring
Candy out to Grandma’s . Zac said he would . Affiant made
welcome home signs and was preparing for her sister”s
arrival . Waiting and waiting . Mom told Affiant “ well Brandy
told Zac to take Candy to Christy”s ,Christy needed help
paying Christy’s house payment .” Candy ended up in
Durango hospital in a coma for a week . Affiant went to visit
Candy when Candy woke up . It was stressful and heart
breaking all of it . To see your sister with puddles of liquid
under her feet leaking out of her ,Candy was so swollen the
doctors had to do surgeries to relieve the pressure . Candy
had to wear diapers . Samantha came home Samantha
told Affiant that Brandy tricked Samantha , said Samantha
could stay in a trailer there with Brandy and Brandy's
boyfriend Keith. Samantha told Affiant that Christy and
Brandy tricked her and took the Social Security Card .
Samantha said that Samantha needed that card for the
baby . Candy received Disability 700.00 a month . About a
week went by , affiant had a free night at the Ignacio casino
so affiant took Samantha and Caitlyn Mae to the Casino . In
the entrance Samantha seen Christy and Bruce and Candy
drive up . Samantha excited to see her mom went to the
truck . Candy and Samantha joined affiant . Candy was in a
wheelchair now and Candy was mad at Christy , Candy told
told Affiant that Christy was a bitch to Candy and Christy
would not let Candy have 20 dollars out of the 500.00 of
money that was Candy’s and that Christy got paid to take
care of Candy too . Candy stayed the night there with
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Affiant and Samantha . Affiant was going back and forth
between the room and casino .In the room Affiant asked
Candy if Candy wanted to go to the Jacuzzi with affiant .
Before Candy could answer ,Samantha interrupted “ no no
“ manipulated affiant and Candy to get Samantha’s way as
usual . Samantha wanted Candy to stay in the room with
the baby so Samantha could go gamble . Samantha and
affiant took turns going up to check on the baby and Candy .
Affiant had just came down from room everything was fine
the baby was on one bed with blankets and pillows around
Caitlyn ,Candy was asleep on the other bed .
Samantha went up -called affiant -and said the baby was on
the floor screaming red faced “. Affiant rushed to the room
where affiant found Samantha all upset saying the baby
was in between the bed and the wall , screaming and was
all red . Candy was sitting on the other bed just unaware and
staring into space . Affiant asked Samantha if Samantha
thought her Mom did it because that's what it sounded like
Samantha was implying . Samantha said “ oh no not my
mom but don't you feel the evil spirits in here ?” Affiant said
“no . ‘ Sam said Sam felt them everytime Sam was there .
affiant said “ why do you keep coming back here then ?’
Samantha did not answer .
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5.

The doctors had told Sam and affiant that Candy was in complete kidney failure ,
Candy survived . the doctors said that if Candy hit her head call 911 she could die and if
she got so much as a scratch she could bleed to death .
Then Candy went to Durango Hospital Candy was in a coma for a week affiant went to
see Candy when Candy came out of the coma .
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6. For years Affiant tried to get Affiants sister to quit drinking Affiant would cry and cry and
cry "Please Candy Please Please don't make us have to watch you kill yourself don't
you care about any of us your family Mom ? ? Your kids Casper and Tyrell
Samantha ?Candy Please you have kids Please Affiant begged, . Affiant was so heart
broken Affiant could not believe how cold evil Brandy was being to Candy and
Samantha during this time .. The truth nothing but the truth and there is more , but
affiant has been trying to get this out and to the police for a while but it is not but it is
almost the hardest thing affiant has ever had to do .
on this 28th day of June 2018
Affidavit of Truth and Prayer for Justice for My Sister Candy , it was a year passed and
affiant’s Mom passed . affiant went out to affiant;s old place affiant was looking for
affiant’s jornal because affiant knew that the words affiant had written that day in August
2016 , that it would prove if samantha was guilty of killing affiant’s sister and lord affiant
did not want it to prove it true affiant prayed that it did not prove it to affiant , But the truth
Hurts , There was and is 4 pages that prove it to Affiant . with ruptured heart and a lot
more gratitude than affiant has shown to the volunteers that still search for ny Sister
Candy i love you all and thank you soooo much . affiant put a memorial on facebook for
affiant’s Mom and Sister in December or maybe January , not positive right at the
moment but there is evidence in the comments between Samantha Powers Crane and
Scott Dennison , and Eddie Blackwell and his girlfriend Samantha told affiant this May
12th 2018 affiant’s birthday ,That Samantha Powers Crane admitted confessed it to
them . Howard Hardman ,John Price witnesses to Samantha asking how long could
someone use a social security disability money card if their body was missing . Chelly
Betz is witness to premeditated conspiracy between Brandy Beecroft ,Christy Harris
former Johnston and Samantha Powers Crane ,to blame Jessene Roe Beecroft ,in order
to hurt ,put away Jessene so they could enjoy the treasures of Jessene’s without
worry of being caught in action of what was already stolen because they are all jealous
of Jessene and they were told they would share Jessene’s inheritance from Jessene’s
Grandfather Elmer Malchoff stolen by Brandy Beecroft and Zenith Beecroft .
Affiant is Seeking Justice for Affiant’s sister Candy and for myself for the conspiracy
against Jessene and Seeking justice for my Dad Jesse Frank Beecroft ,being taken
away and left to die alone by Brandy in order to steal Affiant’s Inheritance from ,
Affiant’s Dads Late girlfriend ,Corrien Lorraine Die . In the Holy name of Yahshua
(Jesus)
May Justice be served
I love you Candy , & Caitlyn Mae , I love and Miss you Casper and Tyrell so much
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1

The truth nothing but the horrible Truth so help me Yahweh (God ) , Jessene Roe

1

Candy and Jessene ,Durango Hospital
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Beecroft

I dont have any ink in my printer so I signed this way .

These are the pages in my journal I never keep a jornal but I wrote in it this day, it proves to me the worst
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